Dear Members and Friends,

As we approach the Jewish New Year, we reflect on the traditions of the past. The High Holidays are an appropriate time to remember those who did not survive the Shoah and the Jewish world that was lost. If you feel well served by GSI, pass it forward. Make a donation to a Jewish social service agency that helps survivors in need and / or contribute to a Holocaust museum, memorial or institution of your choice.

The Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre is launching a group for descendants of Holocaust survivors. The launch date is Sunday, September 15, 2019. If you are interested, please contact Ronny at bobron@mweb.co.za.

Thank you,
Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.
GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

Jewish Federations of North America is promoting two Holocaust initiatives in Congress, one to provide resources for Holocaust education and the other to provide enhanced social services for needy Holocaust survivors. To help further this advocacy, JFNA is seeking support from Holocaust survivors to sign on to this Holocaust Survivor Advocacy Letter. Interested Survivors may support this initiative through this link https://forms.gle/TgR2E3qewnmzgeoJ9 or by contacting Stephan.Kline@JewishFederations.org.

**REPARATIONS**

From the Claims Conference: The 2020 total global allocations from the German government is now over €524 million (over $587 million). Globally, the Claims Conference allocates in-home care for over 78,000 survivors and assists over 54,000 survivors with other vital services, including food, medicine, transportation to doctors and programs to alleviate social isolation. For more information: www.claimscon.org/

Information and claim forms for the Kindertransport Fund (which may extended to the One Thousand Children who came to the US): www.claimscon.org/2018/12/kindertransport

**UPCOMING CONFERENCES**

**Displacement, Survival, and Migration in the Aftermath of World War II and the Holocaust: Romani Trajectories in the Arolsen Archives**  
September 16, 2019  
Prague, Czech Republic

**World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants/GSI / KTA Conference**  
November 1 – 4, 2019  
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

**The Holocaust and Europe: Research Trends, Pedagogical Approaches and Political Challenges**  
November 4 – 7, 2019  
Das Institut für Zeitgeschichte, Munich, Germany

**Liberation 75**
Global Gathering of Holocaust Survivors, Descendants, Educators and Friends
May 31 – June 2, 2020
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

Fall NYC WEDU Training for 3Gs
September 4, 11, 18 and 25
11 Times Square, New York, NY
Suggested donation. RSVP required: wedu@3gnewyork.org

3GNY in Collaboration with the New Cracow Friendship Society
WEDU (We Educate) for 2Gs
September 8, 22 and October 27, 2019, 11:00 am – 3:00 pm
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY
For more information and to RSVP: AnnaV.H.Scheumann@gmail.com or 845-893-7208

Family History Workshop:
Tracing the Fate of Individuals in the Museum Archives
September 20, 2019
New York University, Prague, Czech Republic

Echoes and Reflections Holocaust Education Workshop
Teaching the Diary of Anne Frank
October 18, 2019  9:00 am - 3:00 pm
ADP Center, Montclair State University, Montclair, NJ

Echoes and Reflections Professional Development Workshop
Teaching Jewish Resistance During the Holocaust
October 21, 2019  9:00 am - 3:00 pm
Annunciation Center, College of St. Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ

Damned & Determined:
Immigrants & Refugees During the Holocaust
October 24, 2019  8:00 am – 3:30 pm
Student Life Center, Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ

Introduction to New York’s Holocaust Curriculum
October 25, 2019  9:00 am - 2:30 pm
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY

Election Day Professional Development for Teachers
November 5, 2019  9:00 am - 2:30 pm
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY
Professional Development Workshop

Global Implications of Genocide
November 18, 2019  9:00 am - 3:00 pm
Annunciation Center, College of St. Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – September 11, 2019—Ben Uri at the 12 Star Gallery, Europe House, 32 Smith Square, London SW1P 3EU, UK
As part of the Insiders/Outsiders arts festival celebrating the contribution of refugees from Nazi-dominated Europe to British culture, Art-Exit: 1939 A Very Different Europe.

Now - September 15, 2019— Holocaust Museum Houston, Lester & Sue Smith Campus, 5401 Caroline St, Houston, TX

Now – September 29, 2019—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, Johannesburg, South Africa
Exhibit: Through the Lens of my Camera: Portraits of Holocaust Survivors in Johannesburg.
For more: info@jhbholocaust.co.za

Now - September 30, 2019—Archiwum Panstwowe w Lodzi, Plac Wolnosci 1, Lodz, Poland
Exhibit: Postal Service in the Łódź Ghetto, 1940-1944.

Now – October 6, 2019— Holocaust Museum Houston, Lester & Sue Smith Campus, 5401 Caroline St, Houston, TX
Exhibit: Points of View: A National Human Rights Photography Exhibition

Berlin/London: The Lost Photographs of Gerty Simon

Now – October 31, 2019—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, New York, NY
20th Anniversary Exhibit: Learning to Remember; highlights of some of the most compelling, thought-provoking, and historically significant exhibitions presented by the Museum in the last two decades.

Now – November 1, 2019—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, New York, NY
Exhibit: The Number on Great-Grandpa’s Arm, featuring the short HBO documentary accompanied by rotoscope animation which brings the film’s archival footage and photos to life.

Exhibit: **Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection**, inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication *To Life: 36 Stories of Memory and Hope*. Free one-hour guided tours available Tuesdays at 3:00 pm.

Now – December 31, 2019—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, **New York, NY**
Exhibit: **The Art of Exile: Paintings by German-Jewish Refugees**, featuring works from the Leo Baeck Institute’s art collection made by German-speaking Jewish artists while they were in exile.

Now—January 3, 2020 — Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**
Exhibit: **Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away.** The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America, bringing together over 700 original objects and 400 photographs of Auschwitz, from over 20 institutions and museums around the world.

September 1, 2019, 3:00 pm—Alexandria Country Day School, 2400 Russell Rd, **Alexandria, VA**

September 5, 2019, 4:00 pm—Shanghai Jewish Refugees Museum, 62 Changyang Rd, Hongkou Qu, **Shanghai Shi, China**
Opening of **Last Refuge: Shanghai**, a combined exhibition and teaching project focusing on the art and story of John Hans Less who survived from 1940-47 as a German-Jewish refugee in Shanghai. For more: [info@shjews.com](mailto:info@shjews.com)

September 8, 2019, 10:30 am—Congregation Kehilath Jeshurun, 125 East 85 St, **New York, NY**
Book Launch: **The Jews Should Keep Quiet: Franklin D Roosevelt, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise and the Holocaust**, with remarks by author **Dr. Rafael Medoff** and **Prof. Thane Rosenbaum**.

September 8, 2019, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**
**Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic by Design.** See how renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

September 8, 2019, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**
**Survivor Talks - In Our Voices.** Take advantage of their unique opportunities to hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

September 8, 2019, 1:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**
**Stories Survive Speaker Series:** Hear Holocaust survivor **Rene David Alkalay** discuss his experiences during the Holocaust. RSVP requested.

September 8, 2019, 3:00 pm —Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, **Forest Town, Johannesburg, South Africa**
Exhibit: *Through the Lens of My Camera: Portraits of Holocaust Survivors in Johannesburg* with Holocaust Survivor **Miriam Lazarus** and photographer **Julian Pokroy**. For information and to RSVP: dowi@jhboholocaust.co.za

September 10, 2019, 6:30 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, **New York, NY**
Book Talk: *The World of Aufbau: Hitler's Refugees in America*, with author **Peter Schrag**.

September 11, 2019, 7:00 pm—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, **Whippany, NJ**
**Holocaust Survivors Benefits Workshop: How to Access Benefits and Reparations**.

September 11, 2019, 8:00 pm—University of Victoria, Victoria, **British Columbia, Canada**
**Erasing Cultural Memory: Music and Discussion on the Impact of War**

September 12, 2019 – June 30, 2020—Dr. Bernard Heller Museum, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, One West Fourth Street, **New York, NY**
Exhibit: **Relative Relations**, an exploration of human connections shaped by genetics, proximity, interests, and shared destiny, featuring works by 70 artists, including 2G photographer and collagist Debbie Teicholz-Guedalia. Opening reception on September 12 at 5:30 pm.

September 12, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, **New York, NY**
**Hitler’s Hostage Art**, with **Mary M. Lane**, author of *Hitler’s Last Hostages*, in conversation with **Erin L. Thompson**, America’s only full-time professor of art crime.

September 15, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, **New York, NY**
**Childhood and Selfhood** with Holocaust survivor **Dr. Irene Hasenberg Butter** in conversation with **Dr. Andrew Solomon**, author of *Far From the Tree: Parents, Children, and the Search for Identity*.

September 17, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, **New York, NY**
NY Film Premiere: *Forgotten Soldier*, the story of Salomon (“Sally”) Noach, a Dutch citizen who save hundreds in Vichy, France from deportation to Auschwitz, followed by a discussion with Noach’s children, Lady Irene Hatter and Jacques Hatter, and survivor Herman Veder, featured in the film.

September 17, 2019, 7:00 pm — Chapman Auditorium, Memorial Hall at Chapman University, **Orange, CA**
Preview screening of the 30th Anniversary Remastered Edition of *Weapons of the Spirit* with filmmaker **Pierre Sauvage**. For more: (714) 628-7377 or RodgersCenter@chapman.edu

September 18, 2019, 7:00 pm—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, **Whippany, NJ**

September 18, 2019, 7:30 pm—Marjorie Barrick Museum of Art, 4505 S. Maryland Parkway, UNLV Campus, **Las Vegas, NV**
Film: *Vitch and the Art of Survival*, which documents the mysterious life and controversial choices of Eddie Vitch, a Jewish mime who regularly performed for the Nazi elite during World War II. For more: 702-895-3401

September 19, 2019, 7:00 pm—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, **Forest Town, Johannesburg, South Africa**
Screening of *The Accountant of Auschwitz*. For more: info@jhbholocaust.co.za.

September 19, 2019, 7:00 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, **New York, NY**
*Paint, Pray, Love*, with archivist **Michael Simonson**, discussing the art and story of German Jewish artist Lene Schneider-Kainer.

September 22, 2019, 1:00 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 W 16th St, **New York, NY**
**Annual Nusakh Vilne Program**, a commemoration of the Vilna Jewish Community through poetry, music, and presentation. A reception will follow the presentations. For information and to RSVP: vovo.org/NusakhVilne2019 or 917-606-8290

September 22, 2019 – January 12, 2020— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**
Exhibit: **Memory Unleashed: The Lodz Ghetto Photographs of Henryk Ross**, Special opening on Sept. 22 at 2:00 pm.

September 23, 2019, 12 noon—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, **Whippany, NJ**
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest Bagels & Books: *The Tattooist of Auschwitz* by Heather Morris. Bagels and coffee provided; bring your appetite for a discussion. For more: http://cdn.fedweb.org/fed-2/2/PDF%2520Tattooist%2520of%2520Auschwitz%2520Sept%2520%25202019%2520%252025289%2529.pdf

September 23, 2019, 7:00 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 W 16th St, **New York, NY**
Book Talk: *Anneliese Landau’s Life in Music: Nazi Germany to Émigré California* with author **Dr. Lily E. Hirsch**.

September 24, 2019, 7:00 pm—Chapman Auditorium, Memorial Hall at Chapman University, **Orange, CA**
*Words of Memory and Hope: Young Writers’ Diaries of the Holocaust* with **Alexandra Zapruder**, author of *Salvaged Pages: Young Writers’ Diaries of the Holocaust*, and **Peter Feigl**, Holocaust survivor and diary writer. For more: (714) 628-7377, RodgersCenter@chapman.edu

September 25, 2019, 2:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, **New York, NY**
*The Final Veil: An Artists’ Discussion* with the creators of this upcoming multidisciplinary “movement opera” involving theater, dance, and song, based on the story of Franceska Mann, who resisted the Nazis in her final moments in the gas chambers at Auschwitz.

September 28, 2019, 11:00 am— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**
**Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic by Design.** See how renowned architect Stanley
Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

September 28, 2019, 12:30 pm— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL Survivor Talks - In Our Voices. Take advantage of their unique opportunities to hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

October 2, 2019, 6:30 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY Opening Reception for The Art of Exile: Paintings by German-Jewish Refugees, exhibit featuring works created by German-speaking Jewish artists in exile.

October 6, 2019, 1:30 pm— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL Never Heard Never Forget: The Holocaust in the Former Soviet Union, commemoration on the 78th anniversary of the BabiYar Massacre. Keynote address by Howard Reich, author of The Art of Inventing Hope: Intimate Conversations with Elie Wiesel. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/pages/programs/events/

October 13, 2019, 1:30 pm— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL The Ancient Law: A Cine-Concert featuring Alicia Svigals and Donald Sosin, combining a screening of the recently restored 1923 Weimar silent cinema classic, The Ancient Law, with a live original score performed by Klezmer violinist Alicia Svigals and pianist/composer Donald Sosin. Fees. www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

October 13, 2019, 2:00 pm—West Charleston Library, 6301 W. Charleston Blvd, Las Vegas, NV Music and Words: Tribute to the Life and Spirit of Holocaust Survivor and Solo Violinist David Arben. For more: 702-507-3964.

October 17, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, New York, NY Recovering Nazi Looted Art. Attorneys Lawrence Kaye and Howard Spiegler will discuss several cases and provide an overview of the ethical and legal issues involved.

October 20, 2019, 11 am, 12 pm & 1:30 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY Architecture Tour of the Museum with Open House New York, free 45-minute tours highlighting notable features and engaging visitors to explore how concepts of public memory, Jewish architecture, and the history of the Holocaust converge in a single space.

October 27, 2019, 5:00 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY Book Talk: Tehran Children: A Holocaust Refugee Odyssey, with author Mikhail Dekel and Dr. Natalia Aleksiun, Touro College.

October 28, 2019, 7:00 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY Film: Who Will Write Our History, the story of the Warsaw Ghetto’s Oyneg Shabes Archive.

October 29, 2019, 2:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, New York, NY An Interfaith Story of Courage and Compassion, with storyteller Marty Brounstein, author of
Two Among the Righteous Few: A Story of Courage in the Holocaust, about Dutch rescuers Frans and Mien Wijnakker.

Exhibit: Forgotten Victims: The Nazi Genocide of the Roma and Sinti

November 4 - 10, 2019—College of Saint Elizabeth, 2 Convent Rd, Morristown, NJ
29th Annual Week of Holocaust Remembrance: Holocaust-related "In-Class Faculty Sessions" open to the community. Special events throughout the week using the lessons of the Holocaust to discuss ways in which we can all combat contemporary hatred.

November 4, 2019, 7:30 pm—Dolan Performance Hall, College of Saint Elizabeth, 2 Convent Rd, Morristown, NJ
Interfaith Kristallnacht Commemoration featuring keynote lecture Kristallnacht: Crescendo and Overture delivered by Professor Peter Hayes, and testimony from Holocaust Survivor Mark Schonwetter and his daughter Ann Arnold. Dessert reception will follow. Registration required.

November 6, 2019, 4:00 pm—Mead Hall Founder’s Room, Drew University, Madison, NJ
Kristallnacht Commemoration, with Dr. Joseph Eisinger, Kindertransport survivor and author of Flight and Refuge: Reminiscences of A Motley Youth.

November 6, 2019, 7:00 pm—Manhattanville College, 2900 Purchase Street, Purchase, NY
13 Drivers’ Licenses tells the story of students from a small German village discovering drivers’ licenses taken from Jews by Nazis during the Holocaust. An exhibit will display the license photos, photos of the homes people left behind, and photos of their families and descendants. Presentation by one of the descendants, Lisa Salko, For more: mjasper@hhrecny.org

November 7, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Snapshots From a Lost World, a discussion with Dr. Ann Weiss, author of The Last Album: Eyes from the Ashes of Auschwitz-Birkenau.

November 7, 2019, 7:00 pm — Ulrich Recital Hall, University of Maryland, College Park, MD

November 9, 2019, 7:00 pm—The United Church, Washington, DC

November 10, 2019, 10:00 am - 9:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Day-Long Commemoration of the 81st anniversary of Kristallnacht, the Night of Broken Glass; museum admission is free.

November 10, 2019, 2:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Third Annual Dr. Yaffa Eliach Lecture: *The World of Auschwitz*, with Dr. Debórah Dwork, Founding Director of the Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies at Clark University. Family members of Dr. Eliach’s will also speak about pioneering research and singular life.

November 10, 2019, 2:00 pm — Sperling-Kronberg-Mack Holocaust Resource Center at Midbar Kodesh Temple, **Henderson, NV**

Book Release/Author Presentation and Art Exhibit for *A Victory for Miriam! The Little Jewish Girl Who Defied the Nazis*, by Joanne D. Gilbert and Miriam M. Brysk. For more information: jdgilbert18@msn.com.

November 10, 2019, 3:00 pm—Shaare Shamayim, **Philadelphia, PA**


November 11, 2019, 2:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**Stories Survive: An Eyewitness Account of Kristallnacht**. Hear Kristallnacht survivor Ruth Zimbler’s first-person account of Kristallnacht.

November 11, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**Kristallnacht History & Significance: Talk with Natalia Aleksiu**, Associate Professor, Touro Graduate School of Jewish Studies, will discuss the history leading up to Kristallnacht, and the impact of Kristallnacht on the religious, economic, and social dynamics of Jews within Nazi Germany.

November 13, 2019, 7:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

Book Launch: *Tehran Children: A Holocaust Refugee Odyssey*, with author Mikhail Dekel, daughter of one of the children who found refuge from the Nazis in Iran.

November 13 & 14, 2019, 7:00 pm — St. Ann & the Holy Trinity Church. 157 Montague St, **Brooklyn, NY**

Performance of scenes from Peter Weiss’ play *The Investigation*, a searing piece of theater adapted from the Frankfurt Auschwitz Trials of 1963–1965, followed by guided discussions about the lasting impact of mass murder on individuals, families, communities, and countries.

December 1 - 29, 2019—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, **New York, NY**

**The Sorceress**: One of the very earliest works of Yiddish theatre, this operetta’s restored orchestrations are based on pre-Holocaust musical arrangements which were saved from destruction at the hands of the Nazis by the famed “Paper Brigade” of the YIVO in Vilna.

---

**FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

**FYI...** Online newsletters

*Yad Vashem*
**US Holocaust Memorial Museum Education Newsletter**


**FYI...** The Frank family home in 360 degrees

**FYI...** For the latest on the Baltics

**FYI...** Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…*Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn’t work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.*

**Across Borders: International**

*Is Europe beginning to forget the Holocaust?*

*Anti-Semitism a growing concern for majority of Europe's young Jews | DW | 04.07.2019*

*Fighting the scourge of global anti-Semitism*

*Attenborough invokes Holocaust memory to warn of ‘lunacy’ in Europe*

*Ancestry will let you search online for relatives who were displaced by the Holocaust*

*Ancestry.com digitizes millions of Holocaust records, free to public*

*Ancestry Digitizes Millions of Holocaust Records*

*Digitizing Books and Holocaust Survivor Memoirs - InfoSpace*

*In Eastern Europe, Holocaust Museums Are Missing From Key Historical Sites*

*L'Dor Vador: From Generation to Generation*

*How European Jews Spent Their Summers Before the Holocaust*

**Argentina**

*Argentina’s national library opens first-ever section on Holocaust and anti-Semitism*

*Rescued twice: The archive that survived the Holocaust and the AMIA attack*

**Australia**

*The happiest man on earth: 99 year old Holocaust survivor shares his story | Eddie Jaku*

*Holocaust survivor meets auctioneer to raise Nazi item concerns*

**Austria**

*Study suggests Nazi leader’s grandfather was Jewish*

*Study suggests Adolf Hitler was a quarter Jewish*

*Adolf Hitler: German dictator's grandfather was Jewish, historian claims*

*Who was Hitler's grandfather? New Evidence Suggests Adolf Hitler's ...*
Historians cast doubt on Hitler Jewish heritage claims | The Times of ...  
Hitler's grandfather was JEWISH, claims historian who says Nazi ...  
Was Hitler's Grandfather Jewish? – Boro Park 24  
A Long Legal Battle Over Hitler's Birth Home In Austria Ends  
Austrian Government Wins Court Case to Buy ‘Hitler House’

Belarus  
Former Synagogue in Belarus Selling as a Warehouse  
Unique former synagogue in Belarus selling as warehouse for $6,000

Belgium  
Jews Have Ugly Noses, Belgian Journalist Writes in Column Attacking Israel | Jewish Journal

Brazil  
'Solomon’s Temple' church in Brazil to house Holocaust museum  
Brazilian church built to look like Solomon’s Temple to house Holocaust museum  
Ninety-Four-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor Performs In Sao Paulo

Canada  
How Canada imprisoned Jewish refugees alongside POWs (Ozy)  
Family donates Shoah claim to Holocaust fund  
Candlesticks saved from Shoah donated to Toronto shul  
Tour of Holocaust sites a reminder of the perils of populism: Mayor (6 photos)  
Canadian officials tour Holocaust sites, Israel  
97-year-old survivor takes part in Holocaust memorial  
Holocaust survivor is guest speaker  
Transnistria Survivors Association closes down  
Csillag: When not to play the ‘child of Holocaust survivors’ card  
Revered from left and right, she’ll soon be Canada’s longest serving judge  
Allison Hanes: Roma genocide remembered alongside the Holocaust  
The Untold Story of the Woman Who Helped Make a Landmark Holocaust Film  
A Touching Memoir of a Holocaust Survivor  
Can The Holocaust Ever Be Used For Humour?  
Documentary shows the timelessness of 'Fiddler'  
How an undercover reporter exposed an alleged neo-Nazi in the Canadian military (CBC)
White Nationalists Banned from Using Virtual Office after B’nai Brith Complaint

China
China condemns Australian MP’s Nazi Germany parallel
How a Jewish doctor helped form backbone of revolutionary China’s medical system

Czech Republic
74 years since liberation, a visit to Theresienstadt finds an eerie ghost town

Egypt
Sick: Egyptian Holocaust Denier Accuses Israel of Fabricating Genocide for Profit
Egyptians get upset and interrupt Holocaust play for being too "Zionist"

Finland
Israeli Ambassador in Finland ‘Astonished’ by Ongoing Neo-Nazi Vandalism of Helsinki Embassy

France
'Roundup of French Jews left deep scars that must never be forgotten'
New museum tells gripping story of liberation of Paris 75 years on
Why The Citizens Of A French Plateau Saved Hundreds During The Holocaust
Paris Basement Used as WWII Resistance Headquarters Transformed Into Museum Centerpiece
120 years after trial, Alfred Dreyfus may be promoted to general
French city official celebrates his birthday with a swastika cake
Notorious British Antisemite and Holocaust Denier Banned From France Until 2059

Germany
Former Nazi camp guard, 92, is healthy enough to face trial, German court rules
Former SS Guard of Nazi Camp, 92, to Go on Trial in Germany
‘Small Wheel in the Machinery of Murder’: Former SS Guard to Stand Trial in Germany
Former SS Soldier and Unrepentant Nazi Karl Munter Faces Trial in Germany for Holocaust Denial
Former SS Soldier Charged With Hate Speech

Germany remembers 'Holocaust by bullets' in Ukraine | DW | 29.08.2019
German historian stripped of award for faking a family history of suffering in Holocaust dies at 31
German historian who fabricated family’s Holocaust history found dead at 31
The Death of Marie Sophie Hingst: Why It Was Right to Report on Her Lies
The women who tasted Hitler’s food

Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp Memorial Files Charges Against Holocaust Denier

Holocaust compensation to cost Germany $420 million

Newly uncovered testimony casts doubt on Nazi Reichstag fire claims

Investigation Identifies Nazi-Looted Art Later Ransacked From Hitler’s Headquarters

Germany Marks 75th Anniversary of Plot to Kill Hitler

75 years after assassination attempt, Germany honors resistors who tried to kill Hitler

Merkel marks Hitler assassination bid with appeal

75 years ago: Nazis carry out mass murder of Sinti and Roma people in Auschwitz | DW |

Retracing Germany’s Tragic Kindertransport, 80 Years Later

The Nazi who saved the Lubavitcher rebbe (Tablet)

Primo Levi: Remembering the Holocaust writer born 100 years ago | DW | 31.07.2019

Berlin Remembers Homosexuals Killed By Nazis In World War II

Incredible Story Of A Munich Soccer Team During The Holocaust Offers A Lesson

Forty years since first German broadcast of the “Holocaust” series

Jewish descendants of refugees from Nazi period denied German citizenship | DW | 10.07.2019

Jewish refugee descendants challenge Germany over citizenship (BBC)

Nazi Obliterated His Legacy. Now Berlin Honors a Promise Made to Its Greatest Museum Patron

Germany: Artwork stolen by Nazis returned to Jewish family | DW | 05.08.2019

Nine Nazi-looted artworks returned by Munich institutions

Interview with Jack Mayer

Opinion: Standing in Germany, hearing Holocaust’s echoes from America

Rediscovering a Jewish cultural legacy at 'The Weimar Republic of Yiddishland' | DW |

Descendants of Nazi-era Jews fight for German citizenship | DW | 29.08.2019

Germany facilitates citizenship for families that fled Nazi regime

German Official ‘Likes’ Anti-Israel Tweet by Neo-Nazi David Duke

German Weekly Der Spiegel Claims Jews Control German Mideast Policy

Antisemitism at German Editors’ Desks

Jews abused, spat on in Munich anti-Semitic attacks | DW | 07.08.2019

As Holocaust memory fades, survivor asks German youth to be justice ‘upstanders’

‘Don’t Ignore Antisemitic Hatred of Israel,’ Urges German Jewish Leader, as Survey Reveals Growing Demonization of Jewish State as ‘Nazi-Like’

German Cop Dismissed For Pushing Nazi Symbols and Mocking Holocaust on WhatsApp
Nazi camp memorials in Germany should offer tours in Arabic, Jewish leader says

Greece
Greek Jews of Rhodes Commemorate Holocaust Victims With Silent March
Descendants of Greek Jews hold Holocaust memorial march

Hungary
5 men tell Hungarian cantor and his wife they ‘belong in the gas chamber’
Buried treasure poses Holocaust puzzle for Hungarian ...
Renowned Hungarian philosopher Agnes Heller dies at 90 | DW | 20.07.2019
Roman Coins Might Shed Light On Unknown Holocaust Victims
Hungary’s Holocaust Simulacrum | by Andrea Pető
Holocaust Survivor Living In Lutz Takes Grandchildren To His Childhood Sanctuary In Budapest
In Hungary, some left-wing Jews are ready to work with a far-right party led by a former neo-Nazi
Who is the man behind the remembrance stones? – interview with Gunter Demnig

Iran
The Iranian Schindler

Israel
When Holocaust witnesses are gone...
Remembering Holocaust Survivors
The Crime: Collaborating With the Nazis. The Punishment: Excommunication From Judaism
Israel's warm ties with nations that duck their Holocaust crimes
Israel’s shameful policy on Holocaust issues in Eastern Europe
Liberators and Survivors: The First Moments
Focus - Israel: Why some ageing Holocaust survivors are living in poverty
Iraqi Victims Of The Nazis Deserve Compensation. Why Is Israel Denying Them?
Israel makes suffering of Mizrahi Jews in Holocaust a mandatory subject
Israeli schools to teach about the fate of North African Jews in the Holocaust
Israel's Holocaust Studies Curriculum Teaches Next Generation: 'Never Again'
Israel's Education System Refocusing on Holocaust Studies
World leaders to attend international Holocaust Remembrance Day in Jerusalem
Germany to make additional payments to Holocaust survivors
At 104, Holocaust Survivor and Hundreds of Heirs Take ‘Revenge’ on Nazis in Jerusalem
104-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor Celebrates Birthday at Western Wall With 400 Descendants

Video: The Best Revenge: Holocaust Survivor Celebrates Birthday with 400 Descendants

The Holocaust survivor's moving birthday request

Gymnast Keleti Survived Holocaust, Won 10 Olympic Medals, Now She's 98

Gymnast Agnes Keleti survived the Holocaust to win 10 Olympic medals. At 98, she's as feisty as ever.

Haunted by Nazi atrocities, this Holocaust survivor became one of Israel's pioneer vets

Arrivals: Photography captures Holocaust survivors, Jewish identity

Israeli Police Host Bar-Mitzvah for Holocaust Survivor who Never Had One

Child Holocaust survivor Rena Quint hosts Yad Vashem and other groups

Fanny’s miracle – a hidden child of the Holocaust

The wartime rescue you’ve never heard about, told by the 100-year-old Jewish woman who led it

Holocaust survivors more likely to develop dementia – new study

Saved from A Swiss Bank Vault: Missing Kafka Papers Finally Find Home In Israel

Franz Kafka archive reclaimed by Israel national library

Last batch of missing Kafka papers unveiled in Israel | DW | 07.08.2019

Large Batch of Franz Kafka’s Papers Unveiled in Israel After 12-Year Legal Struggle

The Doctor Who Helped Israeli Spies Catch Eichmann But Refused Recognition For It

Europe Bows to Nazis Again with Iran Deal, Says Netanyahu

When the government fails survivors

Reconciliation, never forgiveness - Opinion - Jerusalem Post

Opinion: Daniel Blatman’s anti-Semitic Attack

Rafi Peretz says intermarriage among U.S. Jews is ‘Second Holocaust’

Israeli education minister says calling intermarriage a second Holocaust was ‘not an appropriate term to use’

The difference between intermarriage and the Holocaust - Washington Jewish Week

Why American Jews Mostly Shrugged Off the Ultimate Insult

Tuesdays With Elie; Welcoming The Intermarried

Holocaust Main Subject Of Conversation Between Rivlin And Croatian President

Holocaust survivor owes her life to a Nazi officer’s Great Dane

How poetry literally saved the life of a famed Yiddish writer

Poet, translator Tuvya Ruebner passes at age 95

Janusz Korczak remembered 77 years after his murder in the Holocaust
Hidden in a Basement for 70 Years, Newly Discovered Documents Shed Light on Jewish Life and Culture Before WWII

‘To Step Into Hannah Senesh’s Shoes’

The lasting legacy of Bram’s violin | David Groen

Holocaust survivors, families celebrate Jewish soul music at Yad Vashem

Etgar Keret's IKEA way to write a story

‘Murderers Could be Freed,’ Laments Teen Victim’s Grandmother, Holocaust Survivor

Ethiopian Synagogue in Israel Receives Threatening Letter with Swastikas

Jews and Arabs together against the Nazis

Nazi Swastika Flag Raised by Palestinian Rioters During Unrest on Israel-Gaza Border

Hamas Asks Gaza Rioters Not to Fly Swastika Flag, Fearing PR Damage

Flying Swastikas During Protests is ‘Exploited’ by Israel, Says Hamas

Israel: Swastika Flag on Gaza Border Reveals Hamas’ True Intention — the Annihilation of the Jewish State

Watch: Israel Has Outdone Hitler, Former Jordanian Minister Tells PA TV

Palestinian Rioters Again Raise Nazi Swastika on Israel-Gaza Border

Watch: Trump and Netanyahu ‘Worse Than Hitler,’ Claims Egyptian Journalist

Italy

The Catholic doctor whose ruse saved Jewish lives

Latvia

Blue-collar Latvian ‘Schindler’ saved dozens with few resources of his own

Lithuania

18th Century Hebrew Inscriptions Excavated in Vilnius, Survived Holocaust

Hebrew inscriptions revealed at Great Synagogue dig sites in Vilnius, Lithuania

Lithuanian capital to rename street honoring anti-Semitic Nazi collaborator

Holocaust haunts Lithuania as names are erased from capital's map | DW | 14.08.2019

Official Lithuanian Jewish Community Closes Premises and Synagogue in View of Threats, Citing Conservative Party’s Ongoing Campaign to Glorify Holocaust Collaborators

Lithuanian Jewish Community Shuts Vilnius’ Only Synagogue Over Antisemitic Threats’

Lithuanian Jewish community reopens Vilnius synagogue 2 days after contested closure

Plaque by plaque, Lithuania confronts its wartime past
Morocco
North Africa’s first-ever Holocaust memorial is in the works
Moroccan Authorities demolish Holocaust, LGBTQ+ memorial near Marrakesh
Watch: Morocco Destroys ‘Zionist’ Holocaust Memorial

Netherlands
Amsterdam Holocaust Memorial To Go Ahead Despite Pushback From Residents
Dutch National Railway Compensation to Holocaust Survivors ‘Important Step,’ Jewish Restitution Organization Says
A Jewish family sold this Kandinsky painting to survive the Nazis. Amsterdam is keeping it anyway.
A Jewish family sold this painting to escape Nazis. A Dutch museum is keeping it
How Anne Frank’s Private Diary Became an International Sensation
Anne Frank was found in the attic by the Nazis 75 years ago
The one diary entry Anne Frank couldn't write
‘A kind of creeping oppression’: Anne Frank’s haunting newly published letters to her grandmother
The inner and outer worlds of Anne Frank
Seven Decades Later, A Violin – And Its Story of the Shoah – Finds Its Way Home
Dutch Jewish leader protests comparisons between burqa ban and the Holocaust

New Zealand
Are We Forgetting The Holocaust?

North Macedonia
In North Macedonia, unearthed headstones shed new light on Nazi-razed community

Poland
Israeli Holocaust Survivor Helps Buy Hospital Bed For 102-Year-Old Polish Rescuer
Israeli Holocaust Survivor Donates Medical Bed to 'Righteous' Polish Woman
'I Didn’t Think Why, I Just Did It': Polish Woman Who Saved Jewish Family in the Holocaust Dies at 102
Ex-nurse recalls failed 1944 Polish revolt against Germans
The heroes of the Bialystok Ghetto uprising - YouTube
Drone flies above Auschwitz camps, captures sobering footage showing horror of Holocaust
A Moment Before Desolation: Rare Photographs Of Polish Jewry
He photographed Nazi atrocities and buried the negatives. The unearthed images are unforgettable.

Treblinka - 77 years since Nazi death camp began operations
Anniversary of Uprising at Treblinka Extermination Camp Commemorated
Rockland Holocaust Museum to bury human remains from Nazi death camp in Poland
Burying the ashes
In Poland, ‘a Narrow Window to Do Justice’ for Those Robbed by Nazis

The Auschwitz Album: Visual Evidence of the Process Leading to the Mass Murder
Auschwitz: Last survivor of the first convoy dies | DW | 23.07.2019
Last surviving Pole of first transport to Auschwitz passes at age 96
Polish woman who saved adoptive Jewish family from Holocaust dies at 102
New Film Footage from the Warsaw Ghetto
Photographing The Lodz Ghetto
He photographed Nazi atrocities and buried the negatives. The unearthed images are unforgettable.

The Midwife of Auschwitz: Extraordinary life of heroine who delivered 3,000 babies in horror death camp to be told in new documentary

Holocaust Tiger Mom

A Magic Trick in Auschwitz
Long ignored, Roma genocide mourned 75 years on at Auschwitz
75 years on, remembering the Roma victims of the Nazis
The Remarkable Story of the Man Who Volunteered to Enter Auschwitz
The True Story of the Pole Who Chose to Enter Auschwitz
Tad Taube, proud philanthropist and builder of Jewish life in Poland – J
Donors suspend funding for Poland Jewish history museum
Holocaust Historians Divided Over Warsaw Ghetto Museum
Poland honors World War II group that collaborated with Nazis
Polish government invites top rabbi to event honoring accused Nazi collaborators
Poland’s Top Rabbi Slams Honours For Accused Nazi Collaborators
Polish Organization Aims to Restore Country’s Jewish Heritage, Building Bridges and Awareness

Did Nazis Hide Loot Beneath This Giant Polish Castle?
Tarnow Jewish Cemetery wall vandalized with antisemitic graffiti

Muslim and Jewish women tour Shoah sites in Poland, Berlin
An imam’s message from the Auschwitz death camp
Klezmer Music and Memory at a Festival Celebrating Jewish Life
Warsaw’s Great Synagogue brought back to life with stunningly detailed miniature model

Romania

A Stage For A Romanian Massacre
Germany to compensate 8,000 Romanian Holocaust survivors
Historical justice for 8000 Romanian Jews
New Book Awakens Romanians to Hidden Holocaust Past
Holocaust, Munich survivor walks marathon at 83
A 19th-century synagogue in Romania is now a restaurant

Russia

From Nazi Prisons to Cat Sanctuaries, Explore the Many Lives of These Russian Palaces

Serbia

Outcry as preschool sets up in former Nazi concentration camp

Spain

Nazi ideology no longer to appear in Google search results in Spain

Sweden

Sweden and the survivor of the Yiddish
How One City In Sweden Fought Back Against White Supremacy

Turkey

Turkish composer dedicated to Holocaust education

UK

How 500 Children Were Returned To The Jewish People After The Holocaust
The Truce: how Primo Levi rediscovered humanity after Auschwitz
The forgotten haven: Kent camp that saved 4,000 German Jews
British Camp Which Saved Thousands Of Jews From The Holocaust To Be Commemorated
Kindertransport refugee and teacher awarded honorary doctorate
Child Holocaust witness reveals lucky escape aboard The Lost Train
Activists ask Westminster Abbey not to honor ‘odious anti-Semite’ P.G. Wodehouse
British Holocaust Envoy: Staying Vigilant In Corbyn Era

Corbyn and McDonnell accused of 'breaching own guidance on antisemitism' with Holocaust Memorial Day motion

Labour demotes member who accused Corbyn of Nazi-like ‘bunker mentality’ in handling of anti-Semitism charges

Jewish Labour MP hits out at Jeremy Corbyn's antisemitism leaflet for saying Holocaust started in '1941'

Holocaust denier Chris Crookes finally expelled from Labour - 18 months after being suspended

Proposed Westminster Holocaust memorial will be ‘sitting target for terrorists’

The Archbishop of Canterbury wades into Westminster Holocaust memorial debate

Archbishop backs proposal for Holocaust memorial beside London’s Houses of Parliament

Sir Ben Helfgott: ‘No better location’ for Shoah memorial than by Parliament

Rejecting Westminster Holocaust memorial would mean 'deep international shame', says Board President

British Jews Dismayed by Opposition to Holocaust Memorial Near Parliament

Sadiq Khan urges Westminster Council to back Holocaust memorial plans

Peer criticises Board over claim that Shoah memorial opponents are ‘anti-Jewish’

The conflation of opposition to the Shoah memorial with antisemitism is offensive to the memory of the victims

We should be asking the right questions about Holocaust memorials

Brave Dad Breaks Silence Over Holocaust Hell Which Saw His Entire Family Murdered

Ruth Jacobsohn: the woman saved from the Nazis by a swap

The Nazi book of anatomy still used by surgeons (BBC)

The art world’s refugee revolution

Outlook - Why I started a Holocaust survivors’ band - BBC Sounds

BBC to produce documentary on Holocaust Denial

Leading Brexit Party Figures in UK Exposed As Contributors to Radio Show Pushing Holocaust Denial

Saved by The Lost Train from a Nazi camp

The fatal hike that became a Nazi coup

The family finder: reuniting Shoah survivors with their long lost relatives

UK museum to commemorate little-known operation to rescue Jews from Nazi Germany

Address Unknown: the great, forgotten anti-Nazi book everyone must read

Son of Holocaust survivors writes about his journey uncovering his family’s past
British neo-Nazi earned more than $8,000 from YouTube

Amazon removes shirts with notorious photo of Nazi executing Jew

Amazon UK removes from sale items of clothing featuring infamous Holocaust picture

Ukraine

Memorial For Ukrainian Jews Massacred In Holocaust Unveiled

Netanyahu, Ukrainian President Honor Jewish Victims of Nazis at Babi Yar

On State Visit, PM Netanyahu, Ukrainian President Zelensky Honor Jewish Victims of Nazis at Babi Yar

Netanyahu wades into the debate on Ukraine’s Holocaust record with commemoration speech

Netanyahu’s praise of Kyiv’s Holocaust remembrance only tells part of the story

Rabbi helps dedicate a memorial to Ukrainian group that collaborated with the Nazis

The grandson of Ukrainian strongman Stepan Bandera reckons with his family legacy of Nazi collaboration

Uruguay

Uruguayan soccer player apologizes for joyful birthday photo at Auschwitz

Uruguayan soccer star says sorry for birthday photo at Auschwitz

Uruguayan footballer sorry over joyful birthday photo at Auschwitz

USA

The Rabbi, the Telegram, and the Holocaust

Holocaust repeated

Slavery and the Holocaust: How Americans and Germans Cope With Past Evils

Tenacious researcher IDs records of Nazi thefts from Jews in Holocaust

Congress pushing to support Holocaust education nationwide

Misappropriation of Sacred Holocaust Terminology Profanes Its Memory

Trump is using the same immigration policy that once kept out Jews fleeing Nazi Germany

State Department redefines antisemitism: Don't compare Israel to the Nazis

Comparing Israeli Policy to Nazis is Anti-Semitic, Says US State Dept

Trump accuses Jewish Americans of ‘disloyalty’ for voting Democratic, in antisemitic trope

Trump keeps pushing anti-Semitic stereotypes. But he thinks he’s praising Jews.

What Donald Trump Will Never Understand About Jews

Anti-Semitism In U.S. Politics

The Toxic Back Story to the Charge That Jews Have a Dual Loyalty
Omar, Tlaib Spread Cartoon by Artist Who Mocks Holocaust; Will Pelosi Act?

Ilhan Omar and Rashida Tlaib Share Holocaust Contest Prize Winner Cartoon

US Congresswoman says Hitler just held Jews in detention camps for being illegal immigrants

U.S. Senate Calls For Polish Holocaust Restitution

Sen. Baldwin seeks restitution of Holocaust property in Poland

The Holocaust survivor, 87, facing eviction in California: 'Will they throw me to the ground?'

'Those who sought shelter in our country after the Holocaust deserve better assistance'

Senate legislation would help care for Holocaust survivors

House Introduces Bipartisan Legislation to Prioritize Health Care for Holocaust Survivors

Sen. Baldwin seeks restitution of Holocaust property in Poland

San Diego Jewish Groups Aiding Holocaust Survivors in Need - Times of San Diego

88 US senators call on Poland to pay Holocaust victims for property stolen by Nazis

Senators ask Pompeo to pressure Poland on Holocaust property restitution

Holocaust Expert Sees Mitch McConnell As America’s “Gravedigger of Democracy”

David Duke said White Supremacists Will Fulfill Trump’s Promise

White Supremacist Terror: Call It What It Is

Trump condemns bigotry and white supremacy in response to El Paso and Dayton shootings

Leading Civil Rights Lawyer Shows 20 Ways Trump Is Copying Hitler’s Early Rhetoric and Policies

El Paso and Poway shooters used 8Chan to spread hate. Now the message board has been dropped from its network.

Art Spiegelman's Marvel essay 'refused publication for Orange Skull Trump dig'

Art Spiegelman: Golden Age Of Superheroes Were Shaped By The Rise Of Fascism

Liz Cheney, Jewish Leaders Preserve the Memory of the Holocaust

Historians cast doubt on Hitler Jewish heritage claims

How Hitler's heritage played a role in the Holocaust

Howard Reich Remembers Holocaust Survivor Elie Wiesel

Eva Kor, Survivor Of Mengele, Dies During Annual Trip To Auschwitz

Remembering Eva Kor, Justice John Paul Stevens

She survived Auschwitz — and eventually forgave her persecutors. Should others?

The Woman Who Forgave the Nazis at Auschwitz

More on a mother's legacy - The Washington Post

Holocaust survivor makes impression in Billings high school students only days before her death

What one US sailor did when a German ocean liner flew the Nazi flag in 1935 NYC
Holocaust Victims' Personal Items Given to Descendants Decades Later
Nearly turned back, a ship of Holocaust refugees got help from Eleanor Roosevelt
Master Sgt. “Roddie” Edmonds – the Non-Jewish, Jewish American hero
Project by German students drives home narrative of Shoah
Mark Talisman, Champion Of Key Law In Fight For Soviet Jewry, Is Dead At 78
The Man Who Saved The N.Y. Holocaust Museum
How Robert Morgenthau's View of the Holocaust Inspired His Crusade Against Corruption
Boleslaw Brodecki
Anita Epstein, who chronicled her infancy during the Holocaust, dies at 76
Could FDR Have Saved Anne Frank? Historian Looks Back At World War II Immigration Quotas
FDR only allowed 1,000 refugees to escape Hitler’s Germany. My family was among them.
FDR’s Fort Ontario: where the Holocaust came to America
Fort Ontario Set To Celebrate Holocaust Refugees
Israeli Ambassador, Holocaust Refugees Thank Oswego For Fort Ontario Shelter
Former refugees mark 75th anniversary of the only US safe haven during Holocaust
What If They’re Not Coming for the Jews This Time?
World War II and the Ingredients of Slaughter
Bernie Sanders evokes Holocaust connection, ‘war with white nationalism’
When you watch a stadium filled with white people chanting "Send her back!" about a US Congresswoman and our President silently endorses it, what comes up for you?
Trump to visit Israel in Jan. to mark 75 years since Auschwitz liberation
Trump to Attend Auschwitz Liberation Event at Yad Vashem
Column: The U.S. Holocaust Museum is wrong to deny that Trump’s racism resembles Nazism
Democratic Leaders Must Speak Out Against Promoting Holocaust-Denying Cartoonist!
Jews protesting ICE are just getting started - 'never again' organizers
Watch: Omar Equates Anti-Israel Bill to Boycotting Nazi Germany
Who boycotted the Nazis and who didn’t?
Rabbi in Congresswoman Ilhan Omar’s district compares Trump rally to 'Nazi Germany'
Ilhan Omar co-sponsors Never Again Education Act
Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez Agrees With Claim That There Are ‘White Supremacist Jews’
AOC just gave an in-depth interview on Israel, anti-Semitism, the Holocaust and Bernie Sanders
Stephen Miller says Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s concentration camp comments offended him ‘as a Jew’

Jews helped inspire America’s refugee program. Stephen Miller might end it.

I’ve changed my mind about comparing immigrant detention centers to “concentration camps”

Readers React: Don’t trivialize the term 'concentration camp’

‘Internment camps? Yes. Concentration camps? No,' says Ted Koppel

Ted Koppel: My father was wrong about Nazi Germany. I am right about America

A historian's perspective: Concentration camps in America? – J.

Jewish Group Says ‘Never Again’ Means Taking on ICE

The American Jews invoking the Holocaust to talk about Trump’s migrant camps

How to talk about the Holocaust: Analogize rarely, never appropriate

Opinion | Bad Holocaust Analogies Ironically Show The Stunning Success Of Holocaust Education

A Crusade Against Holocaust Memory | Jewish Journal

Opinion: Don't Trivialize The Holocaust

Opinion: Free Press and the Holocaust

The Role and Relevance of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum

"A terrible headache" - the Holocaust as seen by the New York Times

It’s not easy to remember the pain of the Holocaust

Shared Histories of the Holocaust Bring Hope - Northwestern Magazine

Museum kicks off fund campaign for Holocaust teaching trunks

Southern NCSY To Screen Spielberg Holocaust Film In Palm Beach County Public Schools

I was hesitant to write about the Holocaust — until Toni Morrison lit the path (Forward)

How historians are reckoning with the former Nazi who launched America’s space program

The Largest U.S. Exhibit Ever About the Holocaust Opens in New York

First Massive Traveling Exhibit Brings Anne Frank Artifacts To North America

The Evidence Room embodies the architecture of Auschwitz at the Hirshhorn

Amid Aish And Holocaust Rebirth

On Primo Levi’s Centenary, A Q & A With Ann Goldstein

Spy/poet Hannah Senesh brought back to life in one-woman show in New York

Remembering a Survivor: Overcoming the Holocaust to live the American Dream

A Holocaust survivor’s incredible life and escape: ‘The indomitable spirit’ of Richard Friedemann

As anti-Semitic crimes rise and Holocaust awareness fades, a survivor is always ready to speak
Muslim and Jewish women tour Shoah sites in Poland, Berlin
Saratoga woman visits Austrian DP camp where she was born – J.
Sherwood residents raising funds to build memorial for Holocaust survivor Alter Wiener
What We Lose When We Ignore Holocaust History in North Africa
Southwest Florida's Holocaust museum to open soon in its first true home
Honoring Holocaust Survivors: Ruth Scheuer Siegler
A Mother’s Letter in Auschwitz
Program Gives Educators Tools To Teach About The Holocaust, Anti-Semitism
'A Legacy To Remember’ Art Exhibit On Display At Holocaust Documentation And Education
Congress considers supporting Holocaust education nationwide | Grand Forks Herald
'Never Forget' Policies That Led To Holocaust Began With Words
French Jewish spy at 99: ‘I’m still fighting the same battles every day’ (Portland Press Herald)
Holocaust Survivor Turned Spy Against Nazi Germany Shares Her Incredible Story
Holocaust Survivor Fritzie Fritzshall: ‘I wouldn’t be here today’ without women who saved her life at Auschwitz
Holocaust survivor from New Jersey completes bar mitzvah at age 78
Schriever Air Force Base to host Days of Remembrance
Airmen Observe Days Of Remembrance, Recognize Holocaust Survivors
Holocaust Museum hosts Sisters of Story at Peace Garden dedication
Holocaust survivor to speak in Sioux Falls
'Lessons From the Holocaust' Series Opens Sept. 10 - By Eric Englund
5 Unforgettable Books About Heroism During the Holocaust
Holocaust survivors, veterans share stories with students
'We must teach the teachers,' Holocaust survivor urges at seminar
‘Never Again’ – One Holocaust survivor’s work to educate
Honoring Holocaust Survivors: Max Steinmetz
'The Soap Myth' Tackles History, Holocaust, Trauma
Making the Holocaust Real
Erich Korngold, From Vienna To Hollywood
Natalie Portman on Anti-Semitism and Her Family’s Holocaust History
Decades After the Holocaust, We Still Live in the Twilight Zone
Our view: Holocaust lessons must be learned | Grand Forks Herald
Your View: Holocaust education as important today as it ever was
Holocaust Survivor Returns to Auschwitz

Holocaust books: the good, the bad and the turgid

New Holocaust Exhibit Sheds Light on FC Bayern Munich’s Jewish History | Jewish Journal

Stories of Survival: Alabama’s Holocaust Survivors to Be Honored at Holocaust Education Event - Over the Mountain Journal

Holocaust Survivor & Author Leon Malmed to Speak

Survivor of Nazi twin experiments brings her story to Willamette University

Mass. Man Gives Holocaust Museum Letters From Anne Frank’s Father

Beyond Holocaust Time | The Lehrhaus

Opinion: Reading Anne Frank helped me start learning about Jews – and understand my own Native American history

A cold case team is searching for who betrayed Anne Frank (National Geographic)

Paradise lost

Two Holocaust Survivors From The Same Concentration Camp Meet For The First Time

Holocaust survivor, 89, weds woman nearly 50 years younger

Holocaust survivor expands programs begun on LI

The New Holocaust and Human Rights Museum in Dallas Allows Visitors to Interview a Survivor

Nurse Charged With Scamming Pinecrest Holocaust Survivor, Husband Out Of Life Savings

Florida nurse accused of stealing 93 year old Holocaust survivor’s life savings…

Scammed Holocaust survivor’s family fights to save their home

'Horrifying and outrageous': Holocaust survivor fights Alameda eviction

Google Doodle honors Chiune Sugihara who saved Jews during Holocaust

Celebrating Chiune Sugihara

A Montclair resident’s story of survival, now on film

Holocaust survivor Jona Laks to share her story

Holocaust survivor Jona Laks: 'Forgiveness erases memory.'

A Holocaust survivor built a remarkable monument to hope and memory. Now that she’s gone, who will remind us?

What the Hal? Words from Holocaust survivors

Holocaust survivors, liberators gather to share stories at Kenny & Ziggy’s

Deep Political Divide Ignores Nuances of Holocaust Center — Detroit Jewish News

What Children Remember From the War
Delray Beach Resident Donates Her Family's Photos And Records To The U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum

Leora Cohen helps women bring recipes from the Holocaust to life

'We need to come together' | Holocaust survivors, liberators weigh in on hate, prejudice and mass shootings

Ferrum professor seeks to bring lessons of Holocaust to teens

Holocaust survivor keeps history alive - Santa Monica Daily Press

Ilse Loeb, former Rocklander who educated young people about the Holocaust, has died

Marton Ackerman’s War and Peace

ADHD Helped My Granny Survive Auschwitz

From the Depths

Talking about the second generation

Longtime political activist Michael Bauer dies at 66 Updated in ...

Mayor Lori Lightfoot’s campaign chairman, longtime activist Michael Bauer, has died

Michael Bauer reflects on a life of activism

Gord Henderson: Veterinarian's family history intertwined with Holocaust horrors

German-Italian artist honors Holocaust survivors in Kansas ...

Holocaust denial flyers left at Marblehead temple

Anti-Semitic fliers in Massachusetts declare Holocaust ‘fake news’

Daily Stormer publisher must pay $14 million to Jewish woman he told readers to harass

Neo-Nazi Publisher Ordered to Pay $14M to Trolling Victim

Judge: Neo-Nazi must pay more than $14 million to Jewish woman targeted by harassment campaign

Daily Stormer Founder Should Pay ‘Troll Storm’ Victim $14 Million, Judge Says

Overlooked No More: Else Ury’s Stories Survived World War II. She Did Not.

Holocaust Survivor Will Speak At East Hampton Library - East Hampton

Jewish group helps dedicate Ida Wells- Barnett marker

Schriever Airmen recognize Holocaust survivors

'They Ask Me, What Is The Holocaust?' Teens Connect With Holocaust Survivors Through Art

The truth about the Holocaust and Holocaust education

Arts News: Quilts Commemorate Lives of Disabled Lost in Nazi Holocaust - KC STUDIO

Which brings us back to the question of evaluation forms. How do we know what the students are gleaning from these courses?

Two Sherwood Residents Spearhead A Drive For Alter Wiener Memorial, Bench Plaque
Oregon passes law saying schools must teach the Holocaust

Editorial: State should mandate Holocaust instruction

As more states pass laws mandating Holocaust education, Maryland holds back

As hate incidents rise, states require teaching the Holocaust

What Do Manatee County Schools Teach About The Holocaust? Critics Say Not Enough

Lawmakers seek to expand mandatory Holocaust education to charter, private schools

The principal and the Holocaust | Editorial

Florida businessman offers principal who made Holocaust remarks a paid trip to Auschwitz

Spanish River High Principal Ousted After Holocaust Denial Comments, Actions Under Investigation - Boca Newspaper

New oversight on Holocaust teaching in Palm Beach County

Las Vegas Teacher Aims to Increase Holocaust Knowledge Among Students

The Schoolteacher and the Genocide

Pink defends her kids’ behavior at Holocaust memorial

Righting a wrong: Pennsylvania woman helping restore a Jewish cemetery desecrated by the Nazis (Morning Call)

Local call goes out to make ‘never again’ now, AZ Jewish Post

AZJHS earns grant for the Center for Hope, Humanity and Holocaust Education | AZ Big Media

Rockland race in September to honor Holocaust victims

Planned Speech In New Britain Brings Accusations Of Holocaust Revisionism

New Britain's General Haller Post Cancels Guest Speaker Amid Backlash

‘The Cremator’: Satire, Horror and an Impending Holocaust

I'm Converting: How One Man's Missionary Trip Reconnected Him To His Family's Past

The Spy Behind Home Plate

Telluride Film Review: ‘Those Who Remained’

Film News Roundup: Holocaust Drama ‘My Name Is Sara’ Bought by Strand Releasing

What if Instagram was around during the Holocaust?

Comic-Con has its own kind of sequels

Dark Horse Brings Swedish Holocaust Comic We'll Soon Be Home Again To America

Nazi propaganda for sale on Amazon

Taika Waititi, a Polynesian Jew, will play Hitler in his new satirical film (Kveller)

Why a Black Preacher Is Fighting for Control of a Neo-Nazi Group

Mayim Bialik proud as NYC subway riders erase swastika - Jewish ...
Anti-Semitic Graffiti Found in Minnesota Elementary School
Warrant issued for suspect caught on film etching Nazi symbols on Philly Holocaust Memorial
Outcry over Holocaust denier’s speech in CT city’s ‘Little Poland’
Swastika found on dorm room wall of Israeli twin sisters at U of Indianapolis
‘The Holocaust Is A Lie’ Graffiti Found On Busy California Bridge
Holocaust-Denying Poster Placed on Jewish Heritage Museum in Cleveland
Iowa White Supremacist Sympathizer Arrested for Phone and Email Threats Against NYC Jewish Group
Las Vegas neo-Nazi charged with plot to bomb gay club, synagogue
Las Vegas Jewish Community Breathes Sigh of Relief After Arrest of White Supremacist Planning Antisemitic Attack
Neo-Nazis plaster racist fliers on 3 Seattle synagogues
White National State Department Official Surfaces in Photographs
State Department confirms alleged leader of white-nationalist group is an employee, won’t say if he’ll be fired
New Calls For Beefed-Up Response To White Supremacy
White supremacists have committed at least 73 murders since Charlottesville rally, ADL says
Legal strategy has proven record against white supremacist groups
Pursuit of white supremacist groups a ‘whack-a-mole’ challenge
Colorado Man Arrested on Child Pornography Charges Previously Issued ‘Hunting Guides’ for Jews Online, Court Documents Reveal
Fox’s Carlson calls white supremacy ‘a hoax’
White Supremacists Set Up Fake Jewish Profiles to Promote Anti-Semitism
California High-schoolers Sing Nazi Song, Make ‘Heil Hitler’ Salutes
California high school students make Nazi salute and sing Nazi marching song at awards ceremony
Second Video Emerges of California High-School Students Giving Nazi Salute
Second Video Emerges of California High School Kids Performing Hitler Greeting
School reopens inquiry into teens giving Nazi salute as new clips emerge, reports say
Letters to the Editor: A Holocaust survivor’s invitation to Nazi-saluting students
Living With Neo-Nazis: Seven Years in the Belly of the Beast
White supremacy gangs in the US: How and why people join
New York State Mulls Requiring Students to Study History Behind Swastika
Xenocide

**Return to the Reich: A Holocaust Refugee’s Secret Mission to Defeat the Nazis**

Militant neo-Nazi group actively recruiting ahead of alleged training camp

‘Inglourious Basterds’ came out 10 years ago. Has its legacy changed?

**Bubbe gone bad** Rebecca Schull plays secret Nazi in ‘The Last’

**New historic trail honoring Tuskegee-area civil rights trailblazers to be dedicated Sept. 20**

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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